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● Bans don’t work (e.g. banning Wikipedia around 2007)
● Consequences for students with disabilities
● Consequences for equitable teaching

Do we ban it?



● Use detection tools to recognize AI generated text.
● Analyze student texts for structural and semantic 

similarity (Edipad, Copyleaks, etc.)

Do we police it?

https://medium.com/geekculture/how-to-detect-if-an-essay-was-generated-by-openais-chatgpt-58bb8adc8461
https://www.editpad.org/tool/text-similarity-checker
https://app.copyleaks.com/text-compare




Let’s explore how we can work with it

chat.openai.com



Personalize your prompts



Personalize your prompts



How does one make a good sandwich?

Compare and Contrast



Compare and Contrast



How does one make a good sandwich?

Respond:
● with a poem
● with a limerick
● in formal register
● to a child
● with a horror story
● in an email

Genres and Registers



Genres and Registers



● Activity 1 (Beginner):  
○ Personalize the task

● Activity 2 (Beginner / Intermediate):  
○ Compare and contrast

● Activity 3 (Intermediate / Advanced):
○ Explore genres and registers

Redesign the Tasks



● If a task can be addressed by a robot, is it really a 
good assessment of learning in the first place?

● Alternatives:
○ Asynchronous writing:  Reddit, Discord, Twitter
○ Synchronous writing:  WhatsApp, Discord, Snapchat 

(but also ChatGPT)
○ Integrated Approaches (listening / reading + writing)

Redesign the Curriculum



1. Watch this video about Vietnamese Banh Mi 
sandwiches.

2. In groups, discuss how making Banh Mi differs from 
preparing the sandwich you described in your previous 
activity.

3. Think about the cuisine of the language you are 
studying.  How may one prepare a sandwich in that 
cuisine? (either discuss with coursemates or write down 
your answer in class).

4. At home, have AI generate an answer to the above 
question.  Is it what you expected it to be? How is it 
different?

Integrated Approaches 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4HA1ejw_hA


Conclusion:  A Calculator Moment




